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6.5 Emulsion paints for plaster & concrete

SUPER ECO Ecological latex paint for interior use

CONSUMPTION

1lt/9.5-10.5m² per coat, on properly prepared surfaces.

STORAGE

Store in places protected from sunlight and frost for at least 18 
months from production date. The product will keep until its next 
use, if sealed properly.

NOTE

If one chooses a dark color, it is absolutely necessary to first apply 
AQUAFIX, the micromolar stabilizer (primer) of DUROSTICK.

SAFETY DIRECTIONS

The product needs no hazard labeling under current European 
and National legislation. However, it is recommended to keep 
away from the reach of children. If swallowed, seek immediate 
medical advice and show the container or label.

PACKAGING

Carton box with 12 pcs of 1kg (750ml) each one
5kg (3lt) container (on a 120pc pallet) 
15kg (10lt) container (on a 48pc pallet)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Available color White, that does not yellow over time

Colors

20 basic DUROCOLOR liquid pigments in 20ml syringe packag-
ing, that create 120 permanent colors.  
The Pal, Dark and Transparent paint bases are colored via the 
COLOR COLLECTION System in any desired color.

Washability >22.000 cycles (per DIN 53778)

Gloss Matte

Drying time 1 hour (touch dry), depending on the ambient conditions

Recoating time 3-4 hours, depending on the ambient conditions

Application temperature From +8°C to +35°C

Flammable No

V.O.C. (Volatile Organic Compounds):
Limit value of maximum V.O.C. content per EC (Directive 2004/42/EC) for the par-
ticular product (Class A/a: ‘Matte coatings for interior walls and ceilings’ Type WB): 
30 gr/lt (2010). Ready to use product contains maximum 10 gr/lt V.O.C.

PROPERTIES
Certified, ecological latex paint, that 
is odorless. It is highly durable to fre-
quent washing and adverse weath-
er conditions. It ensures exceptional 
coverage, applies evenly and yields 
velvety smooth surfaces. It has excel-
lent adhesion and does not splash dur-
ing application. 
Approved by the Supreme Council of 
Ecologic Sign Conferment and the Eu-
ropean Organization of Ecologic Sign 
Conferment for its composition. That 
composition does not contain any 
harmful substances, such as ammo-
nia, formaldehyde and aromatic hy-
drocarbons.

APPLICATIONS
SUPER ECO is suitable for painting 
children’s rooms, kindergartens, and 
schools. It is ideal for hospitals and in 
general, places where strict hygiene 
standards are required. Ideal for inte-
rior use.

USE
1. Substrate preparation: Surfaces 
from concrete and marble based plas-
ter have to be dry, at least 30 days from 
their construction, and free from loose 
materials.
For new marble based plaster 
surfaces, sand with #60 sandpaper 
and use STUCOFIX-P or POWDER 
COAT of DUROSTICK, or any combi-
nation of the above, depending on the 
surface imperfections and smooth-
ness of the finish required. Follow 

by priming the surfaces with the mi-
cromolar stabilizer AQUAFIX or 100% 
ACRYLIC PRIMER of DUROSTICK. 
Already painted surfaces require 
just two coats of SUPER ECO of 
DUROSTICK. 
Surfaces soiled with soot, are 
cleaned with the biodegradable clean-
er BIOCLEAN (for nicotine and soot). 
For peeling surfaces, remove all 
loose materials and prime using 
100% ACRYLIC PRIMER, or AQUAFIX, 
micromolar stabilizer of DUROSTICK. 
Fill the joints around door and 
window casings, by using the 
paintable ACRYLIC CAULK for in-
terior use, the elastomeric sealant 
DUROFLEX-PU of DUROSTICK for 
exterior use, or the versatile sealant 
and adhesive for interior/exterior use, 
DS-POLYMER, available in 32 colors. 
2.Application                                                                         
Dilute DUROSTICK SUPER ECO with 
water at a ratio of 5-10%, depending 
on the substrate, and mix well. Apply 
with brush, roller or airless spray 
gun in 2 coats. 
Apply the second coat, after the first 
one is completely dry.

CLEANING
Clean all tools with water and detergent 
solution, immediately after use.

ΕU Ecolabel: EL/044/023

«Additional information 
on why the Ecolabel was 

awarded on this product is 
available on the website:

www.ecolabel.EC».


